THE ATS PROBLEM
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An ATS is a little bit like an airport.
Airports are designed to make flying
easy and stress-free. There are checkin desks and exciting conveyor belts
for your luggage and giant signs to
direct you to your gate.
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how does BA (for example) convince
people to, not only book a flight, but
choose to fly with BA?
Likewise, an employer’s ATS will
process applications, but how do they
make sure that candidates apply for
their roles, instead of a competitors?

ATS’ are similar. They are designed to
make processing job applications easy
and stress-free.

That is the ATS problem.

But ATS’ also share a problem with
airports, or, to be more specific, with
airlines.

Most ATS’ are designed for processing
applications that have already been
submitted, and NOT to nurture and
convert talent to apply in the first
place.

An airport will process passengers
once they’ve arrived at the airport, but

So how do we solve the ATS problem?
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THE SOLUTION
RMP Connect is a pre-ATS engagement
solution. The platform has been
designed to help you nurture, persuade
and convert talent to apply for your
roles.
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Organisations looking to hire
apprentices and students use RMP
Connect to fill their ATS’ with engaged
candidates, which makes recruiting the
best early talent a whole lot easier.

75% of hires for IBM’s 2019
year-long placement roles had
signed up to their talent pool
and received email nurturing
pre-application

WHY DO YOU NEED TO
NURTURE CANDIDATES?
Before a student applies, you have to
answer a question - why should they
choose you? Why your company over
one of your competitors?
Enter your attraction strategy. And,
of course, the attraction strategies of
every other company fighting over the
top talent.

One amazing case study isn’t enough
on its own to persuade a student
to apply. Even if you meet students
face-to-face at an event and have
productive conversations, your ATS
won’t suddenly be filled with highquality, engaged candidates.
Individual, isolated interactions just
won’t cut it. Students want more.
Especially when there are 101 brands
vying for their attention.
They want prolonged interactions
because making career decisions is SO
difficult. They want help. They want to
be nurtured through the process, and
most ATS’ are NOT designed for this
purpose.
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WHAT DO STUDENTS
WANT?
We asked students in a
RateMyPlacement survey how many
interactions they would look for
with an employer before they would
consider applying.

77% of respondents wanted 5
or more interactions.

Whether it’s face-to-face or through
digital means, students are desperate
to engage with employers. They
want to gather and forage as much
information about you before making a
decision.
RMP Connect supports this process.
Like so…

CASE STUDY: HOW A LAW
FIRM USES RMP CONNECT
A law firm we work with closely uses
RMP Connect to manage their nurture
strategy.
The student journey begins with a
Register Your Interest form which is
live on their company website all year
round.

Once a student registers, the law firm
tags them by their demographic, for
example graduation year, gender or
their subject area. These tags are
based on the demographics the law
firm are targeting.
Now that every student has been
tagged and allocated into separate
talent pools, they can curate a specific
and different nurturing plan for each
demographic.
This could be case studies that are
relevant to that target group. If they
are targeting females, they could
target female students with inspiring
stories of women in their business.
The firm also send monthly updates
to all students who have registered as
part of their nurturing plan. If a student
signs up in September, let’s say, they
will receive the following updates…
•

OCT: How to Make an Impression at
a Law Fair

•

NOV: About our LBGT and Diversity
Network

•

DEC: Application Hints and Tips

•

JAN: Assessment Centre Tips

•

FEB: How to Secure a Training
Contract

•

MAR: Grad Case Studies

These emails received an average
opening-rate of 57%.
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HOW DOES RMP CONNECT
COMPLEMENT YOUR ATS?
RMP Connect is designed for nurturing
and encouraging early talent to apply
for jobs. It’s early talent-specific.
The product helps fill in the gaps
of your attraction and recruitment
strategy that is outside your ATS’ core
functionality.
And here are three ways it will
complement your ATS…

1

TARGETING MULTIPLE
DEMOGRAPHICS
RMP Connect allows you set up
unique communication strategies for
the different demographics you’re
targeting.
You can create and send all of these
targeted emails through Connect.
If your company is targeting specific
demographics, whether it’s students
from particular universities, subjects or
backgrounds, you really need separate
engagement strategies for each group.
A nurturing strategy designed for
encouraging female students to
apply for STEM roles isn’t going to be
effective for say, a campaign targeting
third-year business students in
Middlesbrough.
However, through Connect you can
create multiple bespoke talent pools
based on groups you’re targeting.
When you capture students’ data
at an event or online, their data will
automatically be sorted into your
different talent pools. Then you can
put together unique communication
strategies for each of these
demographics you’re targeting.
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2 SMS
Your typical ATS has only email
capabilities. And that’s not a problem the open-rates and click-through rates
are, well, not that bad.
Emails go unopened. They can go
unread. But SMS? Text messages are
harder to ignore. And not because
they are intrusive.
Research from the Youth Marketing
Strategy revealed that communications
sent by SMS were 40 times more likely
to be read than by email.
RMP Connect has SMS capabilities.
You can text candidates to promote a
competition, to remind them about an
interview or to invite them to an event.
Students look for five or more
interactions with an employer before
they apply. Connect’s SMS features just
make it easier to interact with them.

By introducing a SMS
reminder prior to each
campus event, a firm in
the Legal Sector saw a 16%
increase in event attendance
from the previous year.
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3 UK-SPECIFIC
ATS’ tend to support global
recruitment strategies. RMP Connect
on the other hand has been designed
specifically with UK-based early
careers teams in mind.
Global software platforms (like ATS’)
are not always suited to the nuances of
the UK market. RMP Connect is. And
here are two instances why.
Offline data-capture
Imagine your team are at an event at
a university or at a school. All is going
swimmingly. But the wifi is rubbish. It’s
surprisingly common.

Managed-services
During peak season, early talent
recruiters have zero time. They’re
busier than ball boys at Wimbledon.
And because RMP Connect has been
designed for the UK market, we know
when it’s tennis season. Our managedservice capabilities can provide your
team with support and expertise
during those super busy periods.
Provide us with a list and details of
events your team are attending, and
we can set up, manage and execute
your nurturing campaign for you.

Have you been to the Liverpool Guild
of Students? Beautiful brickwork.
Notoriously bad wifi.
And on some UK campuses, only
students and staff have access to Wifi.
It’s a nightmare.
But RMP Connect allows for offline
data-capture. You can meet students,
focus on collecting their data, and then
sync it into your database when you’re
back online.

“90% of marketing doesn’t
work because it doesn’t get
done.” Neil Bradman
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CASE STUDY
A consulting client attended over 150
events across universities during the
milkround. They didn’t have the time to
set up reminder emails for each event,
particularly their expensive, flagship
employer presentations.
So they used our managed service. We
helped them set up pre-registration for
their main events.
Once students had pre-registered, they
were entered into an email loop that
included…
•

A confirmation email

•

A reminder email a week before the
event

•

A reminder email on the day

•

An SMS on the day

•

And a thank you email once they
had checked-in to the presentation

We also sent promotional emails to
over 4,000 students in their talent
pool. Our client could focus on
delivering their events strategy while
we managed the promotion.

RMP Enterprise is the expert in early
talent attraction through digital and
face-to-face solutions. We’re here to
help! So if you want to find out more
about how RMP Connect can solve the
ATS problem, get in touch.
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We offer digital
and face-to-face
solutions to ensure
employers attract
the best early talent.

Over the past ten
years, we have helped
employers engage with
millions of 14-24 year
olds across a range of
products and services.

RateMyPlacement is the UK’s leading jobs
board and resource hub for university
students searching for undergraduate work
experience, including placements, internships
and insight days.

On-Campus Promotions helps employers
promote their opportunities using a
multi-channel approach, including Brand
Ambassadors, Campus Events and digital
campaigns to engage the best talent from
target universities.

3 million visitors a year
50,000 student-written reviews
100,000+ student database

Over 900 Brand Ambassadors
45 Campus and Digital campaigns

Aimed at 14-18 year olds,
RateMyApprenticeship.co.uk is the UK’s
fastest growing website for young people
considering apprenticeship and school leaver
opportunities.

RMP Connect’s innovative software enables
early talent recruiters to engage and convert
interested students into hires and measure the
effectiveness of their attraction activities.

100,000 visitors each month
15,000 reviews from apprentices
70,000+ student database

Create targeted communications
Make data-driven decisions
Improve ROI
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